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e recently described a novel, nonhost-derived,
phage-mediated
immunity active at mucosal surfaces, the
main site of pathogen entry in metazoans. In that work, we showed that phage
T4 adheres to mucus glycoproteins via
immunoglobulin-like domains displayed
on its capsid. This adherence positions
the phage in mucus surfaces where they
are more likely to encounter and kill bacteria, thereby benefiting both the phage
and its metazoan host. We presented this
phage-metazoan symbiosis based on an
exclusively lytic model of phage infection. Here we extend our bacteriophage
adherence to mucus (BAM) model to
consider the undoubtedly more complex
dynamics in vivo. We hypothesize how
mucus-adherent phages, both lytic and
temperate, might impact the commensal
microbiota as well as protect the metazoan epithelium from bacterial invasion.
We suggest that BAM may provide both
an innate and an acquired antimicrobial
immunity.
Background
While the essential role of microbial-metazoan symbioses has become
increasingly apparent and accepted, investigations of metazoan microbiomes continue to overlook or ignore a key player:
the phages. In other ecosystems, these
ubiquitous microbial predators have been
shown to impel bacterial diversification
and shape the composition of microbial
communities. Nonetheless, our knowledge of both the range of their ecological
functions and the cascade of consequent
effects remains grossly incomplete.
Undoubtedly phages are significant participants in microbiomes. We further posit
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that phages, like their bacterial associates,
engage in mutually beneficial symbioses
with their metazoan hosts.
Investigating this reciprocity has been
hampered by various factors, not the least
of which is the dynamic complexity of
these communities. Early phage research
was mostly confined to laboratory studies
using one phage/one host model systems.
More recent research efforts have begun to
investigate phage-host interactions within
the context of complex natural environments. One environment of considerable
import is that of metazoan mucosal surfaces, the main points of entry for pathogenic microorganisms. Although little is
yet known of phage dynamics within this
ecological niche, numerous studies have
jumped ahead to test the feasibility of novel
modes of phage therapy to defend these
sites from infection. Initial investigations
assessed the immediate effects of delivering exogenous phage to the mucosal surfaces lining the gut and the lung, as well
as to the external surface of coral polyps.1-3
Their preliminary results have been propitious. The worldwide rise of pathogens
with resistance to multiple—sometimes
all available—antibiotics has spurred a
renewed and urgent interest in phage therapy. Historically, phage therapy has been
plagued by numerous failings and misconceptions. According to Brüssow,4 however,
the current lack of successful applications
is primarily a consequence of the reductionist approaches that have dominated
phage research. The fact remains that,
despite decades of investigation, we simply do not understand the fundamental
biology governing phage-host interactions
within naturally occurring systems—not
even that of the model organisms T4 and
E. coli in the human gut.
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Mucus as an Environment

Phages in Mucus

What are the structural and spatial
dynamics that phages encounter upon
approaching a mucosal surface? Mucus
presents a complex, stratified, and transient environment with defined turnover dynamics.5 The innermost zone is
firmly anchored to the membrane of the
underlying epithelial cells and is typically devoid of bacteria. Residing above
that is a 10–700 μm thick stratified zone
of secreted gel-like mucus that supports
microbial growth.6,7 The underlying epithelium constantly secretes mucin glycoproteins, the primary macromolecular
constituents of mucus, thus driving the
continual upward migration of the mucus.
As it moves upwards, the mucus becomes
less dense and is eventually sloughed from
the surface.5 Mucus layers typically harbor
large and genetically diverse populations of
microbes that range from transient dropins to host-specific commensals, from
potential pathogens to symbionts. Past
studies have found that some symbionts
provide their metazoan hosts with services
such as access to otherwise unavailable
nutrient sources8 and protection from
infection or other environmental insults,9
but much remains to be investigated.
Of particular interest is the possible
role of the metazoan host in shaping the
mucus community. A recently proposed
model posits that metazoan epithelial
cells select for commensal bacteria in the
mucus region nearest the epithelium by
secretion of antimicrobials and nutrients.10
Both top-down and bottom-up selection
applied in this zone proximal to the epithelium would have disproportionately strong
effects throughout the mucus layer due to
the constant outward flux of the mucus.
In contrast, environmentally-derived
nutrients or antimicrobials would primarily affect the outer mucus surface and its
associated bacteria that are positioned
for prompt sloughing and removal from
the mucus layer. Further, it was reasoned
that secretion of antimicrobials could, in
principle, select for commensal microbes
faster than nutrient secretions—provided
such agents preferentially killed the nonbeneficial strains within the mucus layer.
Most antimicrobial secretions, however,
lack such specificity.11

Phages, on the other hand, are ‘antimicrobials’ that can be highly specific for
individual bacterial strains. This feature,
in conjunction with their ubiquity and
abundance, suggests that phages might
be an effective mechanism for selective
microbial killing within mucus environments. Such action, however, entails
more than the ability of phages to lyse
bacteria. One obvious requirement is that
the phages must be present in the mucus
in sufficient numbers. Earlier incidental observations had suggested that this
condition might be met. In our recent
research, we confirmed and extended
those reports by demonstrating the
enrichment of phages on varied mucosal
surfaces.12 For this we collected mucus and
adjacent environmental samples from nine
diverse metazoans. Our results quantified a greater abundance of phages and an
elevated ratio of phages-to-bacteria within
all of the mucus environments sampled.
Also required is that relevant phages possess a mechanism facilitating their adherence to mucus. In our model system using
phage T4, this adherence was mediated
by capsid proteins with immunoglobulinlike (Ig-like) folds that interacted with the
glycan residues decorating mucin glycoproteins.12 Such Ig-like proteins had been
previously found in structural proteins
of ~25% of the sequenced tailed phages
(Caudovirales) where they were postulated
to facilitate adherence to bacterial cell surfaces during infection.13 Their role in the
adherence of phage T4 to mucus is the first
experimentally determined function for
capsid-displayed Ig-like phage proteins.12
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Innate Immunity
To serve as effective antimicrobials for
the host, adherent phages must reduce
bacterial colonization of the mucus. Our
in vitro studies demonstrated that mucusadherent lytic phage reduced such colonization and in so doing protected the
underlying epithelium from the otherwise
resultant cell death. Based on these findings, we consider that lytic phages provide
a previously unrecognized, non-hostderived immunity that actively protects
the mucosal surfaces of their metazoan
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host. We referred to this novel mechanism of immunity as the Bacteriophage
Adherence to Mucus (BAM) model.12
Classically the immune system has
been divided into two branches: the
innate immune response that defends the
host from infection in a non-specific manner, and the acquired or adaptive immune
response that reacts to specific antigens
and possesses a memory that expedites
subsequent responses to the same agent.
The innate immune system is considered
the metazoan host’s first line of defense
against infection. Contributing to this
protection are the physical barriers presented by the epithelia, phagocytic cells,
and plasma proteins, among others. The
mucus layer itself is considered to be part
of the innate immune system by virtue
of its protective mucin glycoproteins14,15
and broad-spectrum antimicrobial compounds.11,16 Likewise, the BAM model
as originally presented considers the
accumulation of lytic phage on mucosal
surfaces to actively contribute to innate
immunity.12
Lytic Phage
and BAM Innate Immunity
Both the adherence and the accumulation of phages are subject to mucus
dynamics. In our model the ability of any
particular phage to adhere depends on the
specific glycans present. Different mucin
glycoproteins with distinct glycosylation
patterns are expressed at the various mucosal surfaces of each metazoan, and the
mucin glycosylation at any location can be
altered by the host in response to mucosal
infection and inflammation.14 The accumulation of adherent phage is opposed by
the perpetual outward flux of the mucus
that is driven by epithelial secretion and
that culminates in the sloughing of the
outer mucus. This suggests that lytic
phages adhering to the outer mucus are
inevitably destined for prompt removal.
However, other factors might postpone
their eviction. It is possible that the rate
of diffusion of even adherent phages
through the viscous mucus may be sufficient to counter the mucus conveyor belt,
thus allowing the phages to penetrate to
deeper regions. If a phage encounters a
susceptible bacterial host deeper within
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the mucus and replicates, the progeny
virions released would then diffuse in
all directions, thereby reseeding the surrounding mucus. Thus a balance must
be struck between the strength of phage
adherence and the rate of mucus turnover.
Perhaps the weak interactions we observed
between T4 phage and glycans reflect this
balancing act. Stronger adherence would
slow phage diffusion, perhaps to the point
where the mucus flux would carry the
phages outward faster than the phages can
diffuse inward.
We previously demonstrated through
the use of replication negative phage
mutants that phage replication within the
mucus was required for BAM protection
of epithelial cells against bacterial infection.12 This conclusion was based on studies of a one phage/one host in vitro system.
Undoubtedly the great diversity of phage
and bacteria within mucus influences
BAM innate immunity in vivo. Typically
lytic phages efficiently infect only a narrow range of closely related bacterial species or strains.17 In our initial model we
assumed that every bacterium entering the
mucus layer is accompanied by and supports it’s own lytic phage population. The
populations of phage predators and bacterial prey would cycle within the mucus in
accordance with the classic kill-the-winner
dynamic.18 Notably, BAM innate immunity is both transient and perpetual: transient in that loss of the bacterial host from
the mucus occasions loss of its predator
phage, as well; perpetual in that incoming
bacteria are always accompanied by lytic
phages preying upon them (Fig. 1).
Increased understanding of the
dynamic role of lytic phages at mucosal
surfaces will enable development of new
tactics for their manipulation to treat and
prevent disease. One potential application
already under investigation is the use of
lytic phages for prophylactic treatments
to deter pathogenic colonization of at-risk
mucosal epithelia. While the effectiveness
of such treatments would likely be shortlived, protection for up to four days has
been recently reported when the phages
were applied before their bacterial host
had established in the mucus.19-21 Clearly
extensive investigation of phage dynamics
in vivo is a prerequisite for the development of therapeutic protocols.
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Acquired Immunity
An invading pathogen that penetrates
innate immune defenses will be accosted
by agents of the acquired (or adaptive)
immune system. This complex, multicomponent system is characterized by its
ability to respond to novel antigens with a
highly specific riposte and to react to subsequent encounters with greater speed and
efficiency. The human adaptive immune
system entails the collaborative functioning of B cells, T cells, antibodies, and
numerous other components. That phages
make use of an immunoglobulin-like
(Ig-like) protein fold to adhere to mucus
struck us as an interesting twist, given the
key role of immunoglobulin proteins in
our acquired immunity. Our immune system uses junctional diversity to generate
antigen-binding sites with a great variety
of binding affinities without disrupting
the underlying protein scaffolding. These
binding sites are formed by the loop
structures connecting the β-sheets of the
immunoglobulin fold. In contrast, some
phages utilize a mechanism of targeted
mutagenesis during reverse transcription
to generate diversity that is restricted to
an exposed surface of the β-sheet within
the Ig-like fold.13,22 Notably, the diversity
generated in both of these situations supports specific binding interactions, albeit
serving quite different purposes. In the
canonical acquired immune system, this
diversity facilitates binding of infecting pathogens even on first exposure,
such binding being essential for a killing
response. In the BAM model, we postulate
that the diversified Ig-like folds, exposed
on the surface of the phage capsids, facilitate phage adherence to mucus despite the
frequent shifting of mucin glycosylation
patterns by the metazoan host.12
Temperate Phages
and BAM Acquired Immunity
As discussed above, mucus-adherent
lytic phage are likely transient within
mucus layers as their maintenance requires
ongoing productive infections. Thus their
persistence is contingent not only on the
presence of a sufficient population of
sensitive hosts, but also on other factors
such as an adequate growth rate of their
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hosts and chance encounters. In contrast,
those problematic factors have little effect
on the maintenance of temperate phages
residing as prophages within their hosts.
Temperate phages are known to be present
on mucosal surfaces,22-24 but their impact
on community dynamics in general, and
BAM-mediated immunity in particular,
has not been investigated. Here we suggest
some intriguing possibilities.
Nutrient secretions by mucosal epithelia have been credited with aiding the
selection of gut commensal bacteria.10 We
assert that these tactics would, by proxy,
also select for temperate phages that
migrate with their commensal bacterial
hosts throughout the mucus layer. In the
mucus environment, these epitheliallyderived secretions encourage commensals to take up residence in the stratified
mucus layer closest to the epithelium.
Virions released by induction of prophages on board would act as antimicrobials throughout the mucus layer while they
are conveyed outward by the continual
flux of the mucus. Further, it has been
suggested that commensal bacteria establish in the gut by deploying their temperate phages as biological weapons.24,25 As
prophages, they protect their host from
infection by the same or closely related
phages; as virions, they kill closely related
non-lysogens that might compete with
their host. Temperate phages are widely
known to confer beneficial phenotypic
traits on their bacterial hosts, but these
initial studies suggest they may also benefit their metazoan hosts by contributing
to the selection of the commensal mucosal
microbiota.
As demonstrated for the canonical
temperate phage λ, low multiplicity of
infection (MOI) favors entry into the lytic
pathway, high MOI favors establishment
of lysogeny. In a structured environment
such as mucus, virions released by lysis
are not immediately dispersed, but rather
remain concentrated in the local environment where they attack nearby susceptible
bacteria at high MOI. The local population of potential hosts thereby becomes
mostly lysogenized, thus immune from
infection by any free virions of the same
phage. When this occurs for a commensal bacterium, there develops a stable
lysogenized population that continually
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Figure 1. BAM Innate Immunity is mediated by lytic phage replication and kill-the-winner dynamics. Continual mucus secretion removes lytic phages
unless they are actively replenished by ongoing productive phage infection.

produces a low level of free virions through
spontaneous induction.25
Host Range and Lysogeny
Classically, phages were thought to
possess very narrow and specific host
ranges. However, this conclusion stemmed
from cross-infection experiments that
were biased because the phages studied
were typically isolated by methods favoring specialist lytic phage.17,26 Modeling
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has suggested that there exists a tradeoff between phage replication efficiency
and host range: specialist phages infect a
smaller host range with greater efficiency,
and host range expansion inflicts a fitness
cost on the phage.27 Hence the ecological importance of generalist phages has
been difficult to experimentally validate.
However, a recent study demonstrated
that antibiotic stress increased phage host
range in the mouse gut, exemplifying
the adaptive capacity of phage infection
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networks and suggesting that phages with
broad host range may be a significant
factor in vivo.28 Diverse mechanisms are
known that enhance phage polyvalency,
including recombination, gene inversion
cassettes, and reverse transcriptase-mediated tropism switching.29
Once we acknowledge that phages
occupy a spectrum of host range from
specialist to generalist, the door is open to
the intriguing possibility of an acquired
BAM immunity. Picture an invading
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Figure 2. BAM Acquired Immunity is maintained by prophages within commensal bacteria that provide a memory of previous bacterial invasions. Key
to this are broad host range temperate phages that not only infect and kill a pathogen, but also lysogenize a commensal.

bacterial pathogen carrying a generalist prophage that, after induction, is able
to infect and lysogenize one of the commensal bacteria (that may, or may not, be
a lysogen bearing an unrelated prophage).
After the pathogen has been eliminated
from the mucus layer, its generalist temperate phage, ensconced as a prophage in
a commensal, would remain. Spontaneous
induction of commensal strains would
maintain a low level of dispersed virions
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on duty, ready to pounce should that
pathogen attempt to reinfect this mucosal
epithelium.30 For maximum effectiveness,
we would also posit that those virions be
mucus-adherent, thus apt to linger longer
within the mucus layer. In this fashion, we
hypothesize that temperate phages residing in the mucus confer a ‘phage memory’
of previous bacterial insults, thereby providing a layer of phage-mediated acquired
immunity for the metazoan host (Fig.
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2). This mechanism may further explain
the persistence of an individual’s unique
virome over time.23
Looking to the future, these phagemediated defenses could be employed for
the development of clinical treatments
that assist mucosal epithelia in thwarting
invading bacterial pathogens. We envision
the use of a novel immunization mechanism for mucosal surfaces that would
employ cocktails of mucus-adherent
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temperate phages or of commensal bacteria
carrying appropriate prophages. However,
before that can possibly become a reality,
much research is needed on multiple levels. What role do temperate phages play
within these environments? Through lysogenic conversion they confer specialized
metabolic functions on their host bacteria,
provide them with virulence factors and
resistance genes, and grant them access to
vast genetic diversity of mostly unknown
function.17,29
When
contemplating

utilization of temperate phages for clinical treatments, the consequences of introducing such genes into the commensal
mucosal bacterial populations must be
taken into account.25,28 Many other questions remain. How significant is the contribution of phage-mediated innate and
acquired immunity in vivo? What governs
the dynamic interplay of lytic and temperate phages within the mucus environment?
Are there specialist phages carrying Ig-like
proteins adapted to particular mucosal

environments? What are the trade-offs in
terms of mucosal defense between the longer-term accumulation of phages and the
protection afforded by mucus renewal? Do
these mechanisms benefit the commensal microbes? A vast unknown territory
awaits investigation at the mucosal surface
of your choice.
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